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The Power of Love
1996-02-09
Jeshua & Joseph
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -- Jesus, you have
called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in your
timing as you have chosen to call me forth. Great joy, for indeed that is what love expresses as. That is how love is known for it brings forth great joy, Your true nature.
The world would speak unto you that there are many things to worry about, to
consider, even in bringing the body to a certain location. The world would say, "What
route are you going to take? What roads are open? How are the flood waters and how
will I get there?" Will you get there? And yet the heart abides in the joy of the Isness
of the holy Child and the heart knows, that yes, you will always be where you desire to
be. With the body, yes, if that is what it desires, and beyond the body for indeed it was
not necessary for you to bring the body to this place in this time to be one with me
and to share in my joy which is your joy.
For always I am with you. In your vehicle as you are driving. In your home as you
are doing the daily activities in the home, as you allow yourself in the quiet time of
meditation to go beyond all of the "shoulds" and limitations of the world. Instantly we
are one together. It takes only the willingness to allow yourself to expand into the
place of joy and the place of peace.
So it is not necessary to have the body in a certain place to know oneness. Many
there are of your friends, brothers and sisters who are with you in this evening but not
with the physical expression of the body and you would look around and you would say,
"Well where are they?" And yet as you call them to mind I would ask of you, where
are they? Right here, right with you. So that it is not necessary to have the physical
expression of the light energy present in tangible form in order to know companionship.
My beloved friend and teacher, the one known as Judith was speaking to me before we began and saying, "Jeshua, what will we do in this evening? There are not very
many here." And I said to her, "There is always the same amount of love, whether the
bodies be present or not."
And with that she said, "Yes, you are right." And I said, "Ah ha, now we can go
home." And there is a great truth in that, for when you remember that you are already
the One, then you can go Home for indeed then you are Home. Welcome beloved one,
for you are Home. Yes.
This evening we will be speaking of the power of love. The power that you are.
Not as the world defines power, for that is limited, that changes. It comes and goes. You
have seen many of your politicians who felt that they were in power and the next
morning they awoke and found that according to the polls, they were not in as much
power as they thought they were, or vice versa.
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You have all been the king, the conqueror, the queens, the rulers who knew
worldly power and yet in many of those lifetimes you felt a certain longing, an unfulfillment, an unwholeness and wondered what was missing because you had all power at
your decision. You could ask as multitude of the brothers and sisters to lay down their
bodies known as a battle in a war, and you could have many of them subject themselves
to your will as servants and you could request of them all of the treasures of their
hands that they could make for you, that they could mine out of our Holy Mother, the
Earth as the gemstones, as the gold. You could ask for all of the treasures of their
mind, what they could create for you and yet, there was something missing.
If you have not love you have only the pieces, the remnants of what the world
would give unto you. But you, as the holy Child, played. You played having earthly power
and you played to know what it would feel like and you thought that if you were able
to rise to the heap, the top of the heap, climbing upon everyone to get there, that that
would bring you to the highest place of consciousness, and yet you found that it did not.
And you sought of your wisemen, "What is missing?" You said to the wisemen, "I
awaken in the morning and I have everything and yet I have nothing." And there are
many of your brothers and sisters who feel that way in this day and time. They have
sought a goal that society said was the utmost to achieve. They have gone into the
most valued professions, valued by the brothers and sisters and ones that would bring
many golden coins to them.
They have put together a career that they have valued and they have worked
many years perhaps to get where they are and yet they awaken in the morning and
they wonder, "What is it all about?" And the simplest of the peasant living in tune with
our Holy Mother, the Earth could give them the answer.
For indeed you do not need the riches of the world. You do not need the acclaim
of the brothers and sisters. You do not need all of the worldly trappings and the material possessions, for indeed as you have seen, the more of the possessions that you have
the more you have to take care of, to guard, to dust and to put into the large boxes
known as storage units, yes. And they become your possessor, but what brings true happiness is to allow yourself to gaze into the eyes of one with love, and to behold there
the beauty of the Christ, and to drink deeply that love. In that moment of love nothing
else is sought after. Nothing else is desired for indeed you have the pearl that is beyond price. You have the treasure of love.
The power of love is what allows you your creativity. The power of love is what
has birthed you as given of itself in its creativity to allow you to know individuality as
you experience individuality. To experience your adventure in the dream and in the waking state, for indeed not all of the adventure is done in a dream. You can walk the adventure awake and that is what you now desire to do, is to have the adventure, yes, to
know that you are the creative holy Child, the Child of the One Creator and that you
are bringing forth adventure and you are awake in the adventure, consciously awake as
the love that you are.
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What will bring that into manifestation? Connecting with the simplicity of the
power of love itself. That is what will bring into manifestation the awakening and that is
right where you are right now.
You have felt in moments of upliftment, you have felt an expansion, that is love.
Love is expansive. Love is like a helium balloon that so expands that it cannot be held in
heaviness, but ascends to the heights. Love is like the sunshine that melts the hardest
rock of ice. Love is like the kind word that melts the frozen heart. The power of love is
what has birthed you. It is what gives you life and is what allows you the creativity to
bring forth all that you experience.
Love is expansion. It is forever ongoing and forever expressing. Not only the expression that you see here in this dimension, as you call this plane, but in all other dimensions, aspects of being, into realms that there are no words for and no concepts
that will define it. All those dimensions that are beyond even dimensionality. It is the Isness of love. That power is who and what you are and that power is more than what
the mind can know.
If you would know love, free the mind. For the mind will want to sit and will
want to analyze. The mind will ask, "What did he mean by that? What did she mean by
that? Does he still love me? Will he love me tomorrow? Will she love me tomorrow?" All
of the questions of the world and the mind will ask for concepts and definitions. The
mind will ask for valuations and gradations of love. "Well, he loves me a little bit. At
least he smiled at me. He loves me a lot, he gave me a gift. He must really love me for
he asked me to marry him." You've gotten to the point where you been evaluating
whether that is worth it or not.
But you see the mind will ask for values. The mind will analyze. The mind will prioritize. The mind will define, conceptualize and yet all of the time and beyond time the
heart knows love.
If you would know love allow the mind to be quiet. Free the mind and ask of the
heart, "How does it feel to look into the eyes of a beloved pet, of a small one, an infant,
or one that is toddling about? How does it feel to look into the eyes of one who has
just remembered that they are loved of the Father, that the body can be free of pain
for a moment or so? How does it feel to join with that one in oneness and to say, `Yes, I
affirm your value? I know who you are and I rejoice with you in that.'" That is what love
feels like.
Love is affirming. Love looks beyond appearances and says, "You are the most
wonderful creation of your Father. I behold the Light that you are. I behold the beauty
and the radiance given to you before time began. I know your expansiveness. I know
you are not contained by the body that sits before me. I know that you are not contained and defined by the personality that you feel yourself to be. I know that even
the energy that activates this beautiful body goes beyond what is termed the aura and
the energy field of the body."
For indeed, your scientists are now beginning to agree that there is an energy
field that activates the body. Most swift they have been about that as you have gone
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through centuries of seeing the lifeless body and the spirit filled body that was walking
about activated, and they have now come to the conclusion that there must be an energy that activates the body.
They have just now recently come to the place of devising the technology that
would measure that energy and that has meant to them "proof". Before that it has to
be taken on faith and your men of science were not always one to believe in faith.
Love is what activates the consciousness. Love is what activates, yes the body.
Love is what brings forth all of creation. Love is what gives life to all of your creations.
And love is what allows the heart to feel free. To allow the others to have their path
and to say, "I may not understand their path, but I don't have to. I may not like their
choices, but I don't have to. I know that they are choosing exactly what they need as
catalyst for remembrance and even if the choices seem to be harsh, seem to be ones
that bring them conflict and sorrow, I know that there is a divine plan that brings them
to the place of remembrance." Divine because they are that divinity.
Every brother and sister is divine. Every life-form is divine. Even what you would
see and they have been labeled as the dark forces, evil ones, even those collections of
energy are divine. For there is no thing and no expression of energy that has not come
from the One Source, the divine source. There may be actions, there may be choices
that are not in alignment with love. There may be actions and there may be choices
that are seen not to be in Light. In other words, you would judge them to be dark.
Is that possible, to have something that isn't love then?
It is not possible in Truth to have something that is not of love. Choices of behavior can seem to be unloving and yet it is love that has allowed the choice.
Many of the choices that would be judged to be unloving, yes have meaning beyond what is seen at first glance. If you will receive it, there are many times that a
brother or sister will ask of another one to exhibit certain behavior that allows them
opportunity to know their Christhood. For indeed, if you would think upon my life and
upon the crucifixion the majority of the brothers and sisters would judge the act of
the crucifixion, the nailing of the body to the cross as being an unloving act, and yet it
was not.
It was a necessary act and it came from Love -- with a capital "L". Some of the
choices that led to the so-called authorities making the decision, some of those choices
did not come from love -- with a small "l" -- but came from the place of fear. And yet
the crucifixion was an act of Love -- with the capital "L" -- for Love was and is present,
always.
It was a time that allowed me to abide in the Love that I am and to know it
most consciously. It was something that I had experienced other times, other places
under other circumstances but not to the specificity of the crucifixion. That was its own
singular experience. But it allowed me to know the fullness of Love that I am and to
bring that forth in demonstration upon this plane and that Love facilitated a lot of other
brothers and sisters in their remembrance of who they are.
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Even the one who would be doing the most unloving act of pounding the great
spike into my hand looked into my eyes and saw Love for indeed I love him. I acknowledged him in that moment as the Child of the Father and my heart expanded in great
Love for him and with him and as him. And what he saw in my eyes forever changed his
perception about who he is and who the brothers and sisters are. That is the power of
Love.
All of you have experienced moments of great love where all you knew was love.
You were so consumed by love that it did not matter what else was going on around
you. You were in a place of the positive -- how to put this in your words -- a positive
charge of energy that could not be affected by anyone else's perceptions in that moment.
You have walked with the purity of heart with love in your heart expressing to
everyone that you beheld in front of you, to the place where you have walked through
the valley of the shadow death. Translated meaning, through a dark alley where there
might have been muggers or ones who desired to do something to the body and you
knew them not for who they thought they were. You have stood beside one who was
murderous in his heart and would have at the least provocation ask of you, your bodily
form and you knew it not for you were focusing upon the love. You were focusing upon
the sunshine of day. You were focusing upon the beautiful thing that the mate has said
to you as you left home that morning. You were focusing upon what you would be doing
in the evening, sharing with another one. You were focusing upon the upliftment that
you had felt in your mediation. You were focusing upon the love of the Father, upon the
beauty of the squirrel, the beauty of the flower and the one who stood beside you in a
very different consciousness you did not behold him in the perception that he held himself. You were exuding the Love that you are. In that place of the power of love.
You do not have to fear any circumstances. You have heard it said through your
square boxes, the ones that give you the visual and the ones that give you the auditory, you have read it in your newspapers that there is much of crime and violence,
much to be worried about, to be wary of. You have heard it prophesied by many either
activating the body that you can see, or others who would be coming from another
realm to share with you a greater insight that the days to come are going to be ones of
upheaval and turmoil and great challenge, doom.
It was.
It is resounding, yes. And this will be true for those who are in the place of
looking out for whatever you have to be wary of. For indeed you attract as a magnet
the energy vibration to you of where you are abiding. In other words, if you are abiding
in a place of fear, you will attract to yourself instances where the ego will say, "Look.
You have to be fearful of that," and it will come and it will prove itself to you for you
will attract those circumstances.
If there is a fear that there will be something wrong with the body, after awhile
the body will say, "Well okay. Let us give it to her. We will manifest it." But know you
that in an instant that can be changed. That is why you see instantaneous healing, for
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all healing is instantaneous. One moment you are in a certain perception about what the
body is, how it feels, what it might feel like, oh, oh, or what the medical authorities
might find, and in the next moment you are saying, "I am life. I am love. I am the one
that brings forth this beautiful creation for the sheer joy of that creation. And there
can be nothing wrong with the divine creation." And in that instant you are healed. You
have seen that happen with ones. You have come and you have been the radiance of love
in their presence and you have said to them, "I believe in the best of you. I know that
you can be well. I know that the body can serve you with ease. I will facilitate that for
you." And because they believe in your power and you do have power for you have said
it with power to them, because they believe in the power they allow their belief to be
changed about themselves. And in a moment there is instantaneous healing. That healing
may remain or it may waver a bit, but once they have known wholeness they can return
again unto it. That is the great gift that all of you facilitate as you stand in love before
one and you say to that one, "I behold the Love that you are. I behold the Christ of
you. I know who made you and you are divine. You are so beautiful." And you say this to
ones in many different ways, many different words. Sometimes even without the words,
just by being willing to be with them. You say to them that they have value.
It does not take what you would see as many of your golden coins. It takes only
your willingness to look at another one and to say, "I see the Christ of you. I value
you." And to look a bit deeper than anyone else has yet paused to look and to behold
the beauty of that one. Much as you would look at a flower. If you behold a field of
flowers it is a beautiful sight, but if you take one flower and you look deeply into that
flower and you see how each petal comes forth from the center and you see the various markings, colorations of each petal and you see the texture of the petal there is
much of individual beauty in each flower and it is the same with the brothers and sisters. They may be activating a body that looks quite similar to every other body that
you see and yet, when you look into their eyes what a beauty. That is the power of love
for it is love that gives them life. It is love that allows them even the power of choice,
to choose whatever they will choose.
It is love that births everything in creation. Love brings forth from itself more
love. Not always seen and judged in the world to be love, and yet if you look beyond
the appearance you will see that the one who has chosen that action, that behavior,
those words that one is searching most intently to know the love that they are. Sometimes the ones who will be most violently opposed to love and say that they will close
their door against hurt, are the ones who are crying out the loudest to know love and
yet they do not think that it is possible so therefore they will close the door. But know
you there is no brother and no sister who has closed the door so tightly that a little bit
of light cannot get under it.
You will find in your days to come that there will be many instances where ones
standing next to you will behold what is going on differently than how you perceive it.
Already you have experienced that and you have wondered, "How could one who is
standing beside me, either literally or figuratively, see, perceive what is going on so differently than I do?"
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You beloved ones, are allowing yourselves to stand in the place of love, to know
the love that you are and that transforms everything that you behold. That is why you
can stand in the midst of chaos and conflict and behold with the eyes of the Father
what is going on and there will be no threat that can come nigh your dwelling place. It
is not something that you have to worry about, prepare for, study up on, it is something
that you already are doing and are putting into practice everyday and it will continue
for you as you choose for love.
You have already turned a corner. The ego will often bring up questions and say,
"Oh, are you sure? Are you sure that you are really wanting to be love? Are you sure
that you really want to love that one with the Love of the Father? Do you think you
can do that? What about?" and then the ego will come up with all kinds of reasons why
you should perhaps choose otherwise, and yet you have already made the choice. You
would not be here in this room in this evening. You would not be within the sound of my
voice. You would not be on the path of coming Home if you had not already chosen to
know and remember the Love that you are and the power of that love.
You will see the power of that love most clearly and dramatically in this year of
your timing. You will see healings take place. You have already witnessed that and you
will see more of healings of the body come forth from that power of love. For indeed
love is not separate love is not just this package right here and then perhaps a package
over here. Love is all encompassing and as you are willing to stand in the place of love
and facilitate another one's remembrance of love, there is a rushing of conscious awareness to the connection. It is already connected, but there is the conscious awareness
that comes to that place of saying, "I know it. I am connected. Hey, I really feel tuned
in to this oneness." And you will see healing of the body and more than that, you will
see healings of the emotions, of the emotional body as it is manifest in the body and as
it is manifest in the attitudes and the behavior choices. You will see healings at what is
known as the soul level because ones are now willing to release all of the baggage that
has been carried throughout many lifetimes.
You will see healing of relationship between brother and sister, sister and sister,
brother and brother. You will see healings within family units where you would have
thought a time ago that there could not be miracles, yes. You will see healing devoutly
to be prayed for on the national level of your collective grouping known as a nation and
internationally between the groupings known as countries.
You will see some shakeups for indeed that is very much the releasing of the old
perceptions and the old baggage and sometimes when that baggage is let go there is a
bit of a thump. So you will see some shaking, some shakeup, many changes in perception
but where does it start? It has already started. It starts with ones such as you and you
and you and you and you and you and you, being willing to choose for love. That is
where it starts. Being willing to say, "Perhaps this is not the way that it has always
been done before. Let's try something new?" You know that one very well.
And saying to another one, "Look, we've tried all of the old ways. Let's try something new. Let's try love for a change. Let's try communicating one on one." You know
what I really like about you?
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It is the smile, the twinkle in the eyes. The very resilient spirit of you that keeps
coming, bouncing back. Pass it on.
That is what you will do with ones. You will sit with them for a moment you see,
that did not take what you would call a lot of your valuable time, but you will sit with
one and you will say, "Hey, you know I really like your beard." And I do. Sorry about
that. {Reaching for Judith's chin} It's just not there anymore. She's done the hair for
me. The hair, it's getting to that point. I could bring it around I suppose like this, but it's
not quite the same. Just, it's not there.
You don't wear shoes anymore either.
Well some things she listens to me and other things she doesn't. Other things I
suppose, take longer.
But you will say to another one, "I behold the beauty of you. The way you are
always looking for the good in others, praising the good. That makes me feel good about
myself," you will say to them. You will say to another one, "I like your adventuresome
spirit. You are willing to go right out on to the end of the diving board and dive off. You
don't even just walk, creeping to the edge and then saying, `Oh, my goodness. It's a
long ways down there.' and come back. But no you are adventuresome, you go walking
right out and over you go." With a great splash sometimes.
Sometimes a crash.
Yes, a splash, a crash. Whatever and you will speak to another one, "I love the
freedom of your laugh, the light-heartedness of your heart. When you do that it allows
me to feel uplifted and sometimes I need to feel uplifted. There are times when I get
into that place that goes around and around and around in my mind and before i know
it, I'm down on the floor. At least I feel that I am. And when I see that beautiful smile
and I see you as light hearted, well it gives me hope. It makes me feel perhaps there
is something worthwhile living for."
And it is a great gift that you give unto the other ones. You give them of yourself. You give them love and what a power there is in that love. Most beautiful eyes.
Most beautiful. Each and everyone of you is love walking, expressing in the simplicity of
knowing the love that you are. You give unto others beloved one, that simplicity of love
that says, "Hey. It's here. You don't have to be complex about it. It's just right here. It's
in my heart. It's in your heart and I behold that love that you are." And many people
have felt that love that you give them as you pass by. All you have to do is walk by and
they are touched by the love that you are.
Know you that even the blades of grass, the trees, the flowers respond to you as
you walk by? Yes. Even the little bird that is high up in the tree knows your vibration of
love and responds to it. The tiny bumblebee that will light upon the finger and allow you
to pet it, knows the vibration of love. And when you are in that space of love it responds. The beloved pet that comes so often to have its head rubbed knows the vibration of love. Comes and puts his head right up and says, "Pet me. Please pet me." And
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Beloved Elder pets the head, scratches under the chin. The whiskers of the beloved pet.
Even the beloved pet has whiskers.
That is the power of love, what you just did. The laugh. That is the power of love
and it brings forth more of its own kind. Know you how infectious a laugh is? As you are
mirthing, each and everyone around you feel the bubbles of mirth. Have you ever
walked into a grouping of people and there has been someone who is laughing and the
others have caught it and they've started laughing and you don't know what they are
laughing at, but all of a sudden you find yourself caught up in the laughter and you are
laughing giggling away and you don't even know why, but it doesn't matter because it
feels good. That is the power of love. Love brings forth of its own kind and births everything as you the creative child, bring forth all of your creations.
I have one with me this evening that would speak with you. One who knows the
power of love. One who has experienced all of the complexities, all of the range of love.
One who had to go deeply into himself to know the love that he is and who brought
forth in his estimation many challenges in his lifetime in order to know that he is that
love. That one served me well as my earthly father, Joseph. That one gave to me human
love, unconditionally. That one gave to me eternal love for he came to know the one love
that we are as the Child of the Father.
But that one had his own path of remembrance, his own moments of knowing the
height, the sublime ecstasy of unlimited love, of divine love and he also knew moments of
the self-doubt that did not even know and recognize love of self. Times when he had to
question and did question his own emotions.

Joseph:
Beloved friends, it is again in great love that I am allowed to speak to you of my
life experiences and of what I came to know of love. In the lifetime that I was known,
in which I was known as Joseph ben Jacob, I was born into a family that was loving, a
very wholesome family of brothers and sisters who enjoyed each other's company. We
were a boisterous family. We lived in very much in tune with each other and with other
family members for indeed we were part of a larger network of aunts and uncles and
cousins. A close family although we did not live all of us in the same village. But there
were times of reunion when we came together and there was much of laughter and
much of sharing and joking.
When we would have the races as small lads, and we would see which one could
race, run the fastest. Which one could climb to the top of the hill first. Much of joy
that was shared in love in the family, in my family. I knew from a very early time the
love of the eternal Father. It was something that was talked about in the family for we
were of the Essenes, the Brotherhood of that belief, and it was taught to us the same
as the nurturance that was given through the food each day. It was part of knowing
and it was interwoven with all of the daily activities. And I wanted to know more.
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My father shared with me what he knew, what the other friends of the Brotherhood shared with him and I asked of him many questions the same as Jeshua asked of
me, many questions. It is a great experience to be a father for you see the cycle repeated. For what you have done as the small lad asking of your father you find yourself
in the position of having the small one asking you and then you have to come up with
answers. The whys. Why this? Why does the sunrise every morning? Why are there so
many stars in the heavens at night? Why can I not see the stars in the daytime? Why
does the tree grow? Why is there still vibration in the wood after it is harvested? Why?
Why? So I asked of my Father, Jacob, and he shared with me as much as he knew and
when I was old enough at the age of eight I was allowed to go to the City of Salt
where the Brotherhood kept a school and many of the ancient writings so that I could
study the ancient writings and learn from the masters.
This was to me, heaven. Heaven on earth for I found that finally I was going to
have answers to my questions and for two years I studied. I had a thirst that was unquenchable and I wanted to know more. But after two years of being there, there was
a quaking of the earth and some of the City of Salt was destroyed and needed to be
rebuilt and during the time of rebuilding the city the students were sent home or to
other monasteries. I was sent back to my family.
I share with my brothers and sisters what I have been learning there. I shared
with my father, Jacob, some of the answers to the questions I'd been asking and it was
a time of joy, but a time also of sorrow for there was much yet that I wanted to know.
So that after the ceremony celebrating my manhood when I came to the age just
beyond twelve, I was allowed to go to the monastery at Mount Carmel to study there
with the teachers and masters and it was a time of great joy for I knew again I would
get my answers, my questions answered, and I did. I studied, I asked questions, I
learned. Many times the answers to my questions were ones that my teachers advised
me to find out for myself. They sent me to a place of beauty, a place in nature out by
the flowing water of the stream, to sit and commune with myself until the inner wisdom
would be revealed and I found a great strength, a strength that I did not know that I
had because the answers were not given to me from someone else immediately.
If you have ever wondered why an answer was not forthcoming easily, immediately from someone else when you went and you asked them. Well yes, you've had that
experience. It is because at a very deep level of the soul you already know your answer but you want to bring it forth to your conscious awareness in that power of love
that has been spoken of this evening, in the power that says to you, "I am." I am wisdom. I am the answer that I seek. I am all that I would know. And if the answers are
given from another one quickly to you, you do not sit and search deep within as you
have had to do. And from that searching deep within there comes a strength that no
one else could give to you. A strength that the world cannot take from you.
When I came to around the age of eighteen I knew myself to be, I judged myself to be in my prime. I had made it. I knew a lot of answers and I knew that if I
didn't know the answer I knew where to go to find it and I knew it would be revealed
to me in time. I knew my value in relationship with the other brothers of the monastery
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and the women who served the monastery. I knew companionship. I knew mental companionship with the brothers for we would discuss late into the evening, ideas and concepts and I knew a talent inborn in me and developed in my time with my father, Jacob,
of carpentry, of carving, of knowing oneness with the life force in the wood. And so
there were many objects that I carved. Objects of beauty. Objects of utility such as
tables and chairs. But objects also of beauty that were valued in the monastery, and I
carved the beautiful doors to the temple.
I spent two and half years in carving the doors. A labor of love, bringing forth
the beauty, the inner beauty from the wood. Sitting in meditation, in quietness with the
wood and asking of it, "What form, what curve, what angle, what depth it wanted to
express?"
So by the time I reached the grand old age of eighteen I felt very much with it.
At that time there came to Mount Carmel a small girl by the name of Judith. She was
at that time, eight years of age, the accustomed age to go to one of the monasteries to
learn. And this one was unique of personality in that she had quite a huge bump of curiosity the same as I knew of myself when I was that age. Insatiable curiosity, wanting
to know why? Wanting to read all of the scriptures, wanting to question all of the masters and teachers and wanting to engage them in conversation beyond what was usually
taught. She was not satisfied with the usual answers. And I recognized myself in her.
And in time, not very long time, she came to me and asked me questions, and
from my great vantage point I shared with her my wisdom at the great age of eighteen.
This one also had a frustration deep within her that did not allow her to be at
peace with the usual. There was a driving force within her to know, to understand and
when the answers did not come from the writings, and did not come from the teachers,
and heaven forbid, did not come from me, she would take herself off into the forest to
abide with the trees. Sometimes for days.
The first time that this happened the whole monastery was sent out to find her.
After that, they allowed her to come back at her own timing. This one had a bit of a
temper. This one had a very strong will of her own. Not that she was willful to the
place of not being receptive to other's feelings, but there was a very strong will that
drove her to want to know all.
I recognized that because it was something I felt within myself. So over the
years there was a great companionship that grew up between us. And as this one came
to be fourteen, fifteen years of age she came to know herself as a young maiden and
there was much of questioning on her part for she had not seen herself as gender. She
had seen herself as being scholar. She had seen herself as being the inquisitor, the one
who would study, the one who knew that there was a great plan, although she was not
quite sure what the plan was. But when she came to be fourteen, fifteen years old she
began to see herself as a maiden and something happened.
I began to perceive her as a maiden. And we experienced the power of love. Love
in human form. We found ourselves in love. We found ourselves in love first of all because of the companionship of the scholarly studies, the scholarly questions, pursuits.
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But then we found that there was a greater love, an attraction as there is with human
love.
And being the wise ones of an age of, well I was twenty-six, she was sixteen, we
did not know that this was yet symbolic of the great love of the Father, and we fell
head over heels into human love. Much to our consternation, because neither one of us
wanted human love. We felt that it was a distraction to the intellectual and to the spiritual.
Now it was not taught by the Essene Brotherhood that human love was something to be avoided, that there was something wrong with it. The Brotherhood of Essenes did not teach that for indeed love of man and woman, family love, was much honored and revered. But it was not something that we individually had thought was in our
script.
But being a young man of twenty-six years I found that the body had certain
appetites and she found much to her surprise, that her body did also. And from our love
there was a child born. There was a choice to marry this one and to raise the family or
to have the child raised by someone else.
Both of us did not see a child in our lives, our plans at that time. I felt a bit constricted, very much constricted, for to leave the monastery and to set up household, to
become a business carpenter on my own, it was something that I could do, but I did not
desire to do that. I would have done it if she demanded it of me, but I was hoping
against all hope she would not ask that.
She on the other hand, had many challenges to face. For it was known in those
days how to terminate a new life before it was born, abortion you now call it. It was
known how to do that. But within the philosophy that revered life, it was not seen as an
option. And although she considered it and it could have been done, it was not something
that she wanted to live with. On the other hand, having a child at the age of seventeen
which is what she was when the child was born, was not something that she wanted to
do either, for she wanted to stay with her studies at Mount Carmel. She was very deep
into the studies and there was much of responsibility that was coming her way at the
monastery. And she could have raised the child on her own or with me in the monastery,
at the monastery, but there would have been the judgments of the world.
So when she came to me and said that she would go to her village for some
months prior to the birth and that she would return leaving the child in the care of a
good friend there, it was with great relief that I heard this and that is what was done.
This is not recorded in many of your writings and yet you will find corroboration
for it in some writings that will come to light. The importance for us was to know love,
to know human love and to bring forth new life and to love that life as we did, for that
child was not forgotten by us. Although it was raised by another one. I acknowledged
that child as my own and she did also, and that child in time came to study at Mount
Carmel as well.
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The power of love brings forth much that is beyond human expectation, and
brings forth much that the ego sometimes would have to deal with not too easily, and
yet it brings you to a place of greater understanding and remembrance. For in that experience we came beyond the image that we had held of ourselves as being the great
scholars and we found that there was emotion, passion of love that could envelop us although we had thought we were all mind.
When it was seen that I had been selected to be father, earthly father to the
one known as Jeshua, it is recorded that I had my moments of doubt and that I wrestled with my own angel of revelation. Why did I wrestle? Because I had already been
through this once before.
Why did the option of sending Mary off somewhere to have the child and have
the child raised by someone else occur to my mind? Because it was an avenue I had already travelled. It is recorded in your scriptures that I considered putting Mary away
until after the child was born. I had already experienced that with the one known as
Judith.
But the angel in this case spoke to me that that was not the path in this time.
That I was to follow through as father to this newborn and to be husband/companion to
Mary. To support her. To nurture her. To be strength for her and Jeshua, and this time I
said, "Yes."
The power of love. It is the power that is within you as a man, you as a man, and
you as a woman. It is the power that brings you to the place of remembrance, that
takes you through the constriction of the world, that very narrow part of the hourglass
when you feel that all of your beliefs, all of your identity, all of your security is being
squeezed to a nothing. I know that feeling, and where you cry out to allow, please allow this to pass, as Jeshua had his moments, also of asking the Father to allow this cup
to pass if it be Thy will.
And yet what comes out of that experience is the knowing, the remembering
that I am love. I am that power of love. I am not constrained by anything of the world
or any of the world's judgments, and I birth. Boy did I birth.
I birthed my Self, the Christ of me, but yes upon that journey beloved one, I
birthed many small ones. You have heard the story of Jeshua's birth. Jeshua had brothers and sisters, those were of my seed and they were loved by me and by Mary and by
Jeshua. The power of love works miracles. It works miracles in your life as it did in
mine.
Are the times of miracles finished? No. No, for you are the miracle right now. Your
age of miracles is not something that is finished, recorded in the scriptures and allowed
to gather dust somewhere on a shelf. You are the miracle of the power of love. This is
what I came to know. And when I laid down my body in that lifetime, it was in a fullness of remembrance that love is creative, that love is powerful, that love transforms
all of fear for I knew fear and I knew love. As you are coming now to know in the fullness that love transcends everything that the world may present to you.
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So when I laid down my body in that lifetime it was with a peace. Yes, it was
sudden, but it was with a peace. For in a moment I knew myself to be beyond the time
of that lifetime. Was there what you would call as a video replay, an instant replay? Yes,
there was. And was I pleased with that replay? Yes, I was, for I knew myself to be
loved of the Father. I knew myself to have given love, and I knew more than that, that
I am the love that is forever, as you are.
Now beloved one, I understand that sometimes you gift the gathering with a musical rendition, would you be willing to do that?
Yes.
Thank you.
Pat Corrigan Sings:
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
Whatever it is my eyes think they see,
nothing else more can possibly be,
and so I have set eternally free in this moment forever.
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
The future and past are not mine to see
in their infinite potentiality,
and so I am set eternally free in this moment forever.
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
There is only now. There is only harmony. There is only love.
There is only love. There is only love.
{Break}

Jeshua:
{Opens with a discussion among members of the group.}
Behold the wisdom that you bring forth. Said in truth, for indeed what you have
in this room is all of wisdom. Some of the wisdom will be sorting itself out as you do
the wheat and the chaff, tossing an idea up and seeing which part of it comes down as
the kernel and which part is the chaff that blows away in the wind. To play with the
different ideas and then say to the other one, "Isn't that true? Don't you see it that
way?" Others to sit and abide in the heart and to say, "This is wonderful. For already
the wisdom is." It is grand truth. This is what you would call your advanced seminar. All
of you would ask that there would be a question and answer period afterward. You
were asking, "Would there be a question and answer time?" Always there is a question
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and answer time but it does not mean that one such as I have to come and give you
the answers for in truth, beloved ones, I do not give you an answer. I call forth from
you the answer that you are asking for in that moment which is your catalyst for remembrance, which is your catalyst to go deeper into yourself to know the One, wise one
that you are. And grand wisdom there is right now and right here.
Look at the wisdom of that one. The power of love.
Jeshua?
Yes, beloved one.
Beloved Tom and I were talking at the break and I was saying that the thing
that feels like it would be the most satisfying and gratifying for me at this time in
my life would be to join a community such as the Essenes and live my life that way.
And Thomas if I understood him correctly said that now is the time though for us
not to isolate ourselves. This is what I understood him to say, not to isolate ourselves but to live out in the world and be a part of it.
Indeed beloved one, you are already the community that you seek. You do not
have to have the other bodies around you in order to be the community. For you are the
communion of one. Not separate from any of the brothers and sisters. You are the community. That is why you desire it. There is a grand speaking, verbalization now for communities. Ones wanting to come together in like mind and establish a community.
What is desired is not so much placing the bodies all together in the geographical
location, but it is the true community of the remembrance of Oneness, of common union
of the one. For you have seen examples of community where you would have a gathering
of bodies, of friends who started out as friends and after awhile the buttons would be
pushed, beautiful buttons, and there would be all kinds of pick, pick, picking until the
friends no longer saw another one as friend, but began to have another image. It
serves a divine purpose but it does not immediately bring forth the community that
they have been desiring.
What is desired that you desire and many of the brothers and sisters desire at
this time, is to know community but it is to know the wholeness of the One in common
union, the community of you and that cannot be withheld from you in any time. In other
words, right now you are the community that you would seek. Establish for yourself
within the space of your home dwelling, the community. Do what you would do as far as
the studies, the ritual of remembrance, beautiful rituals there are, of honoring our Holy
Mother, the Earth, of being one with the angel of sun, the angel of wind, the angel of
rain, of following the philosophy and beliefs of the Essenes of which you were one. That
is why you were drawn to it, to bring that back into conscious awareness now for yourself and establish the community right where you dwell.
Now hear that on several levels. Right where you dwell in the residence of the
home, physical dwelling, but also where you dwell. Bring forth that community. That is
what you desire to know and it cannot be withheld from you for indeed, it is you and
you may bring it forth in the remembrance of what you have known, all of the beauty
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that you have known in the Essene communities that you have lived in for it is more
than just one lifetime. That is why there is the desire to return to that knowing. For it
is a feeling, a remembrance deep within you of times when you knew your common union
of oneness. You are the community.
So when I feel that having a "job", will use up most of my energy and I'll
have very little left for what I truly want to do which is learn and study. Is that
just a false belief?
Yes. For indeed you will not stop learning and studying and coming Home as you
go out to earn the golden coins. You will find yourself taking the community that we
have just spoken of into the workplace. You want to know now, there is a bit of fear
and trepidation, but you want to know, how strong is this community of One, oneness
you will call it, but it is a community of One, the big One. How strong is that community? Can I take it out into all of the elements of the workplace and have it be rained
on and it will not shrink, have it be the heat of anger and it will not shrivel up and
scorch, can I take my love and have it be in the strength and the power of that love
and abide in that heart of love? Yes, you can.
That is what you want to know now. You have been growing and tending and nurturing a new you in the last few years of your timing. That new you, it started out as a
very small one that toddled about a bit, fell down quite a few times, but it had the
strength to pick itself up again and to go forward. It is now quite strong and you may
trust it.
Yes, so take you, as the community that you are, into the larger community, we
will call it, of the brothers and sisters in employment. Nothing wrong with golden coins,
and you will not lose the energy. In fact you will find that in the flow of the energy
that you are allowing to be outpoured, there will be an invigorating influx of energy. It
is going to be easier once the initial adjustment has been made. It is going to be easier
to be in that flow of employment than it is now to sit and contemplate it.
Oh, I really appreciate that, Jeshua, thank you.
Do not thank me, beloved one, it is the truth of your being and you are the one
who is going to have to do it.
But you remind me of the truth of my being.
I will accept your thanks for that.
Okay.
Beloved angel, who is the beauty of the life of our Father upon this plane, I have
called you the angel. You are. You are one of His angels. How are you this evening?
I am just delighted to see you.
And I, you, beloved one. Would you have a question in this evening?
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I was wondering if you could give me some insight on my parents coming to
visit me or live with me or whatever? I wonder what you see in that?
Oh, I see much of revelation in this. Much of treasure. Much of opportunity.
To be an angel?
To be the angel, yes. For you have the strength. You have the physical strength if
that would be a question, but beyond that, you have the strength of spirit to be the
servant unto these ones. Not as a lowly servant that is walked upon, but the servant
who is the teacher, the servant who is the facilitator, the servant who is the supporter
in truth for these ones, and to be able to share with them your joy.
Now the world looks upon such a situation, the possible circumstance, and says,
"Oh, my, what a heavy responsibility. It if fraught with all kinds of potential, conflict,
energy drainage," whatever, and yet you beloved one, will look upon it with new eyes as
the opportunity to be the Father in expression.
Somehow I knew you would say that, that it was an opportunity to love.
Yes. You do not do this alone and you need not do this alone. Even as far as the
physical that is needing to be tended to, when there is a need for extra hands, call for
the brothers and sisters to help you. You have been and always are ready to serve the
brothers and sisters. You are ready to give of yourself to help them. There will be many
who will want to help you and very happy to have the opportunity to come and help
you.
If there is need for "expert" help in certain areas, allow yourself to invite them
to be part of the experience. The ego often will say, "I have to do this all myself." And
then you get into the heaviness of it, "Oh, my goodness." But you do not have to do this
all yourself. You may call upon help in the physical realm, in the very visible realm and
in the unseen realm.
Will this future time that you were talking about when families will reconcile
each other include my sister reconciling to the parents that I am going to take care
of and my sister helping with taking care of them?
In time, yes, beloved one.
But at this point she is still...?
Yes. It will not be immediate. She is going to sit with her opportunity and come
up with resistances and all kinds of reasons that the ego would listen to.
But I am an example of love?
Yes, and that is where it has to start. If you do not start it does not move does
it? Do not look to this one for immediate cooperation, but know that in time there will
be a change in perception.
Thank you so much.
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I will be with you. You did not doubt that. Yes, you did not doubt that.
Beloved beautiful one, the imp as they have called you, how are you this evening?
Fine, thank you.
Would you have a question in this evening?
Of course.
Of course.
Yes. I would like to ask you about making or getting some help for myself. I
don't know what form but I just feel like I could do so much better if I didn't, I'm
missing something, something like faith or I feel like I am a pioneer. I feel like I
don't have any precedent or any support and I know it's not true, because I do
have support and I'm sure I have what I need, but somehow I am so heavy and
miserable so much of the time and I think it's a waste.
Indeed. It is the seed wanting to burst forth and there is much of energy that is
within you that wants to burst forth into its radiance.
Now, how to do this. Allow yourself to call forth, collect others of the brothers
and sisters into what is known as a support group. Be support for others who are also
feeling themselves to be all out there alone. As you allow yourself to come into a place
of knowing that you are facilitating other's support, you will know the grand strength
that you are. You do not need other's support, but you need to give of yourself the support that they are temporarily asking for.
Don't I already do that?
Yes, but you need to see it in a recognized form, a group you will call it, a formal
structure. For you already do give support to others. Where does that support come
from? From the inner strength that knows herself to be supported by the One, the Father. But how you know this is in the doing.
Yes. I know that when I'm teaching.
Yes, allow yourself to expand one more area in a formal structure where it will
prove to you, you will be able to see a form, a structure, a group. I have called it a
support group where you will be able to see the workings of it and you will be able to
see your support, how you put your energy into it and you will know that that has come
from the support that is you. For it comes through you as a channel. You are channel
for this energy.
As it comes through you it does not leave you untouched, and you will find yourself feeling more supported, more at one with others. Not feeling so alone and out there
as the pioneer. But you will find others who are also on their spiritual path feeling
alone, feeling that they are a voice in the wilderness and you will come together such
as have been in the beginning of this part of the evening with the questioning and the
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support and the answers and the tossing up in the air of this and that, not with a right
or wrong of a judgment, but just the free sharing. Each one honoring the other one's
viewpoint for it is their truth at that moment. It is what brings them Home and it has
as much value right then, as what you would see the truth that you know to be, or
anyone else's truth.
So allow yourself the formal structure where you get together with other ones
and you speak from the heart what you are feeling and you will find that this one, this
one, this one, this one, all around will be sharing the same feelings. For indeed you have
been many lifetimes the pioneer. You have been the adventurer who has said, "I don't
know where I am going, but I have to go." And the rest of the village, the rest of the
tribe has said, "Well, stay here. Life is good here," and you have said, "No, there is
something that is calling to me. I must go and find it." And you have gone out ahead of
the others and they have followed in time.
You are doing what you would see as a remembrance in feeling, not remembering
up here all of those lifetimes, but the feeling of many times going out supposedly alone,
and yet even in those adventures where you saw the body to be alone you were not
alone. You were very much guided by ones, we will call the angelic ones, the guides, the
masters, companions, soulmate, whatever you are going to call the energies as you see
them to be individualized. They aren't, but that is an understand in this day and time.
Very much they were with you. There were some lifetimes that you knew this, you
talked to them, you knew they were right there with you.
Other lifetimes you felt very alone because you looked, focused upon the body.
This lifetime you are allowing those feelings of aloneness, of pioneering to come up so
that you may see it in wholeness. So you may understand those feelings and the way to
come to that place is in the inviting of others to share with you their feelings, shared
feelings and to come in the doing of that talking, supporting, sharing to the place of
oneness. That says, "Hey, I look around here," as you can do this evening, "I am not
alone. Maybe we are all alone. We are all a bit strange but we are in it together." However you want to look at it.
You are not alone, beloved one, but what you want to know, to feel, right in here,
is that you are very much one with the brothers and sisters. Allow them to share their
story with you. Support them in the sharing of that story. Tell your story and they will
support you in that, and you will find that more and more bodies are attracted to the
group because there is allowance and love and honor for each one's story.
After awhile, you will not be able to fit all of them into the room. You will have
to look for larger quarters and then you will look out and you will say, "Well hey, I'm
not alone. It's fun."
There were many times in my lifetime where there was opportunity to feel alone
as the pioneer, as the one who was out in front and I didn't know if anybody was back
there.
Those were the times beloved one, when I brought forth the greatest remembrance that I and the Father are one. And as I shared this with the brothers and sis-
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ters, I came to see that they were the same as I, the Father's only creation seeking to
remember and come back Home again.
But there were many opportunities for me to feel alone. All out there by myself
in new territory, and it was in a way, new territory for I was having to remember the
same as you. I knew in the head, but I wanted to know here with all of my being and
that came together for me as it will for you.
story.

But invite others to come and share with you their story. Support them in their

But I've feel like I've done that and I'm frightened that it's not being fruitful. I'm frightened that I don't, I invite people to speak and that's great and they
have lots to say and they are fabulous and I love that. But I don't know how to invite people to listen. But I do, but I've been conducting experiments and they interrupt me and start talking their own self.
Strange beloved one, I had that same problem in my day and time. It even happens now from time to time. Allow yourself to set down some guide lines, some guide
rules. You have what is known as the "talking stick", it is called where ones will hold
the talking stick while they are to be the one speaking and the others are to listen
while that one holds the talking stick.
But you can't force someone to be interested.
No, you cannot.
Even if they're polite, if they are not interested.
If you are looking for support from another one, you will always be looking for it.
What we are speaking of here is to know the support that you are by the giving of
your support to others. So, as you find yourself interested in their story, know that your
Father is listening with you. Not even as separate as what would be the image of Father
here, but the Father right here.
So what I'm looking for is not coming through them, and that's why I can't
find it.
You've got it. But you can invite them to be with you so that you can listen to
their story and support them and you may speak the inner dialogue with the Father
within that says, "Isn't this a wonderful story?" And you will find after awhile that the
support is very strong within you because you and the Father are together in this enactment. That is where you true support is. But you know that in the experiencing of it
in extending the support to others.
So it does not matter whether they interrupt or if they are interested, what you
are doing is the most wonderful place of the dialogue with the Father within that says,
"Listen to that one's story. What she thinks she has been through and how she sees
things, and what she is contemplating," for indeed that is how the Father looks upon all
of this drama as a wonderful enactment of the power of love in its creativity.
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Yeah, I can see that.
Yes, well that is your support that you have been looking for, it is within it is not
without. Have fun with it.
Okay.
Beloved one, I am pleased that you have come in this evening. How are you in
this evening?
I'm very fine, thank you.
You are. You are at peace.
I am at peace.
Would there be a question that you would ask?
A question that would have to do with my daughter and how I can find more
peace with her and within our home?
Yes, it is to be the peace that you know already. To model that as the world calls
it, modeling. To model that for her. To love her. To appreciate all of the uniqueness of the
expression that she is. To look for the good in her, and to praise the good and to look
upon the choices that you wouldn't make but to look upon those choices even as valuable ones for indeed they are. They will bring her to a place of choosing anew.
So even the choices that you would not make for her and you can look down that
road and say, "Oh, oh, I don't think that's a good one." Know that she has chosen it for
a divine purpose. She has chosen it out of her own divinity and it will bring her to the
place where she will then have opportunity to choose for peace and for love and for
harmony.
But there needs yet to be some of the experiencing of the other side of the coin
as she sees it. There is not in truth, a need for this, but she thinks that there might be
and that she will miss something if she does not do these other choices.
So applaud her in her journey. It does not mean you applaud the choices, but you
applaud her and her unique way of coming through life much as you would see the ballerina on the stage and you would look for the way that she handles each pirouette,
the way she balances, the way she flies through the air. Perhaps not always landing as
she thinks she might land, but at least she is trying. Appreciate this one as the love
that she is for indeed she is a beautiful light. She desires to know that herself so she
will try a bit of the detour. She will try a bit of the experiments, different ways, but
love her throughout all of it and be the peace that you seek. You are a grand delight.
You Mirthful One, how are you in this evening?
Pretty good.
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You are mirthing again. What would you ask in this evening?
Well I'm sure much to your surprise I don't really have any questions. But I
am open to comments.
Yes. And the comment would be beloved one, that you are doing very well. If you
could have seen, foreseen all of the changes, all of the journey from the vantage point
of even a year ago, you would not have set out on this journey. Well you might have
with some fear and trepidation, but you have done very well with it because you have
learned a strength within yourself. A flexibility that comes from the power of love. A
place that says, "I trust my Self, because I know that I am not trusting just the self - with the small "s". I am trusting my Self as the capital "S", and connecting with the
Self of the others whom I would serve." That brings forth their healing, but more than
that, it brings forth yours. It brings you to that place of wholeness, that place of remembrance, that place where you can say, "It is not I but the Father who lives within
me and as me."
Then you come and any choice that comes is one that is seen in joy, in laughter,
can be taken lightly. You are doing very well with this journey. Will it always be such a
rocky sort of as the boat would rock from side to side? No. You are coming into
smoother waters. But the journey has been on of revelation has it not?
Much.
Much as you would choose to do the white water rafting, much of revelation that
comes forth from the white water rafting. That is what you have been doing and you
have gained much of remembrance about who you are, the strength of who you are and
the power of love.
Some of the areas of my mundane life, like my house selling and all of those
minor things. Are these things going to transpire soon?
Have you considered giving the house away?
Well I practically am for what I am selling it for.
Have you considered inviting others to live in the house and pay you a nominal
amount for it until they find themselves at a place where they might want to pay more?
Are you talking about like rent to buy?
Yes. But even more than that. You have many that are homeless in this day and
time for many reasons. There are many levels of consciousness that choose to be homeless and it is most symbolic. But there are some who are without the roof over the head
because they desire to be of service. Allow your creativity to see how you and they can
be of service using the dwelling place that you own. You do not need to give it away.
That was just a question.
It is a bit that as you would have it just sitting there not being used. Therefore,
as you come up with the creativity to see how it can be used, perhaps not in the usual
way that the world would look upon the selling of the house or even of the usage of a
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house. Then you will see that you perhaps are not gaining the golden coins as it was
expected, but you are gaining something else. Something that goes beyond even the
golden coins, and yet there will be the golden coins. It is not to say that you are not
going to have a flow of the monetary, financial. That will happen, but there is a reason
and there is a service and there is creativity. You are very good at this.
You will put that all together and you will find a use for the house which in time
will pay you.
Beloved one, how are you in this evening?
I am fine.
You are, always, what would you ask?
Well I have two questions that I've been working with a whole lot.
Have you been playing with them beloved one?
No, I'm not doing a lot of playing with it. I'm just doing a lot of puzzling. One
was I think it was at the time that you were about to be crucified and you said,
"I and my Father are one. It has to be so or I would not be." And I really want to
get it, the feeling of that because I know if you and your Father are one, I and my
Father are one and I want to know how it feels? So is there some kind of exercise
that...?
Yes beloved one, there is. I would set for you an exercise to be done in each
morning at the time of sunrise, oh no.
Not me at sunrise.
Yes, at the time of sunrise otherwise it will not work. It must be at sunrise.
It would have to be before I go to sleep then.
Well if you want to schedule it that way, yes you may do that, but it has to be at
the time of sunrise.
All right.
And you are to stand facing the East wall and you are to stand only upon your
right foot. You must lift the left foot. Now, with the left foot raised you will take your
right hand and you will hold this left foot and you will gaze into the east direction and
you will repeat after me, this is uncomfortable.
You're right. Only I don't think I'd still be standing.
Is that Judith saying that or is that Jeshua saying that?
Both. Beloved one, I and the Father are one as you have already discerned, you
and the Father are one.
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I know, but I want to feel it.
Are you alive?
Yes.
You are the life of the Father, otherwise you would not be. It is not a great complexity of the mind. It is not a spiritual conundrum. I Am that I Am, which is true of
your being. I am life. How does it feel to be alive? For you have just decreed that you
are alive. That is what it means to be one with the Father. It means that I Am. I am life.
I am the expression of Light as energy is look upon, and yet I am beyond even light
which is a physical measurement of energy. I am beyond all description, beyond all concepts, beyond all time, beyond all dimensions. I am. I and the Father are one and I am
expressing the life right here. That is what it feels like.
There is more that is beyond this point of focus. That you have discerned. That
cannot be known with the mind, but it is known in the heart as the peace, as the expansive love that we spoke of this evening. In the times when you know yourself to be
in love you are one with the Father. At times when you know yourself to be truly alive,
then you are consciously one with the Father.
Always you are one with the Father. But what you are asking now is to bring it
into conscious recognition and remembrance.
I just sort of feel like there would be an explosion of knowingness. I don't
know just quite how to say it, but....
There is an explosion of knowingness as you reach that place of deep peace. It
does not have to be with a fanfare that the world would speak of. It does not have to
be with even the fanfare of angels, although in truth they do celebrate each time that
you remember who you are. The world of appearance, the world of physicality has
taught you that there must be a reaction for any action. But the action itself comes
from the I AM that is before time, before decision to make action and before the action. The I AM is the deep peace. The I AM is the knowing that I am life.
So it will not be what you see as a great heralding of trumpets. It may not even
get written up in your newspapers. But it is the peace that you have known. It is the
love that you have experienced when everything else of self has been forgotten and
you lost yourself in that love. You know that.
That I can know, yeah.
I and the Father are one in that Love.
And I'd also like to, the same thing I guess, but I read in A Course in Miracles, and hear it over and over again and it hasn't been until just recently that it
jumped out at me and said, well I've been hearing that forever and I don't know
just what that is. What is the holy instant? Is that the same thing?
Yes. It is exactly what we were just speaking of.
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I thought it would be.
Very good beloved one.
What's good about it if I can't feel it?
But you have felt it. That is what is very good about it. It is that instant when
you have lost all sense of self in the love as you have beheld another one, and for a
moment and longer, you have lost all sense of the small self. It is that moment of deep
peace when you knew that no matter if everything else around you was falling down,
falling to bits and pieces and all kinds of chaos is going on, you knew yourself to be
okay. You knew yourself to be peace. That is the holy instant.
The holy instant happens in any moment when you remember even for an instant,
that you are whole. That is what holy instant means. Any moment that you lose the
sense of the small self and remember and feel the wholeness of the One. That is the
holy instant, and that you experience in every day of your timing. You experience that.
You have in every day, a time when you look upon someone and for a moment you laugh
with them and you forget self.
Oh yes. Especially if my grand baby is around.
Yes. A grand blessing and a grand gift, yes, this one is.
Oh, wow he is.
That is the holy instant. It is not some great complexity. The problem with the
words and the problem with concepts is that it defines something that is indefinable.
And yet it is a clue.
I can hear that.
Beloved Songbird, thank you for your rendition earlier.
Oh, you are welcome.
Much of peace. Much of love in that gift that you have given. How are you this
evening?
Pretty good.
Yes, you are even better than pretty good. Would you have a question?
I guess I don't.
Wow! Indeed, all of the questions that you have heard have been your questions.
All of the answers, if you will receive it, have been your answers. For you find yourself
in everyday with the holy instant many times. You find yourself in everyday expressing
and experiencing the power of love. You find yourself in everyday with the choice
whether to abide in love or in the "what if," of fear.
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I spend a lot of time there.
And yet beloved one, it is less and less. For you are trusting the Love, the power
of love more than you have. If you will receive it, this lifetime you came with a great
gift of, it was almost as you had packed a suitcase and you would say, "I will put in remembrances of love. I will stuff it all around the corners. Yes, I'll bring some baggage
but I'll also put in plenty of remembrances of love that are not specific, but I know
they are there." And so you are finding more and more times now that you are calling
forth remembrances of love. Whether you can put this to a specific example or time,
that does not matter, but it a feeling, a trusting.
This grows. You will continue to grow. It is what the other life-forms respond to,
and you respond to it, the shared love, the holy instant of shared love. When you are
with the other life-forms and you know oneness, you laugh with them, you love them.
You appreciate their unique expression. The beauty of each unique expression. They feel
this and they respond in kind.
Often they will begin to respond even before you have consciously registered
what you are feeling. That is why the beloved pets will often come to you first, and
then there is the conscious remembrance of, "Oh yes. I am love. They are love. This is
love. This is the holy instant." Choose always for the holy instant and then you will find
that it is more than just an instant. It grows to fill most of the time until the place
where you know that always I and the Father are one. It cannot be otherwise. You
would not be consciousness. You would not be life. You would not be if it were not for
the great, beyond great, again a problem with words, Love of the Father.
So when you feel the oneness with the other life-forms know that that is your
Father's love coming to you seemingly through another channel, and then be you the
channel for that love. It is easy to do is it not?
Uh huh.
Yes, thank you.
In this evening of your timing there has been a grand seminar. Not because I
bring the wisdom of the ages to share with you. I do but that doesn't matter. Because
you have been willing to share with each other the questions that you have felt perhaps
were specific unto you and yet your question relates to your question and to yours and
to yours and to yours and to yours. How could it be otherwise? There is only one Mind
and one holy Child expressing seemingly as the many, but there is but One and there is
no separation.
All of the answers that have come forth have come from you. You have called
forth the answers and somehow you knew that was what the answer was going to be.
And somehow you knew that was what the answer was going to be. Of course, and you
knew what the answer was going to be, and you had already been there with the answer. You knew, you already knew because you are one mind, one Heart. Bodies yes,
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seem to be individualize, seem to be separate, but the One Mind and the one Heart that
you are, that is joined and joined beyond this point of focus.
The power of love is what brings you Home. The power of love is what has allowed you the adventure of thinking that you have been far from Home. The power of
Love you have felt in this evening. The power of love is expansive. It radiates farther
than you can imagine, beyond the farthest universes that you can even contemplate for
indeed you have brought forth the universes and you are more than the universes. The
power of love allows the expansiveness of the creative holy Child to remember even
within time, to remember who he is.
All of you have experienced being with someone who was so loving that you knew
no matter what you would say, they would love you. No matter if you said something
that seemed to be totally off the wall, they would smile at you and they would love
you. You've been with someone that didn't matter if you had the hair combed or not. It
didn't matter if you just gotten out of bed and you looked like and you sounded like
you've just gotten out of bed. You knew that they loved you.
And what happened for you with that one? You allowed yourself to be yourself.
You felt an expansiveness that said, "Maybe I can play with trying new ideas, new
choices. Maybe it's okay if I don't always say the right word. My heart's in the right
place." Have you ever said that to yourself?
Uh huh.
That is the truth to remember, your heart is in the right place and it does not
matter what words you choose. You do not have to speak as the most intelligent scholar,
the most wise scientist or teacher or master. As you remember that your heart is in the
right place you give unto yourself the love that you are and the permission to be that
which you are.
I would enjoin all of you to give that love to yourself. To look in the mirror every
morning and to love that one who has just gotten out of bed and looks like it and to
say, "What a beauty you are." And then to say in that day, "I am going to try one new
way of expressing the holy Child, something that I haven't quite yet dared to do. Maybe
I'll even express a holy instant with someone who doesn't even know it's coming."
Oh oh.
Allow yourself to know the power of love for indeed that is who you are and
that is what you are. And the only one who can hold that from your knowing is you, and
that can only be temporary. That is your hope of glory. It can only be temporary and it
comes as quickly as you invite it. The power of love, beloved one, is you, the support
that you so desire.
That power of love has allowed you to express, has allowed you the feeling and
that power of love supports you, all of the choices. Go from this place in this evening
alive in the love that you are for you are beautiful.
So be it.

